Discover the BÜFA family

What began more than a hundred and thirty years ago has now become a business operation that probably exceeds even the boldest dreams of its founders. Today the BÜFA Group is a family made up of 500 keen minds that develop innovative and eco-friendly products and systems for use in specific applications, satisfying the highest standards of quality.

These products make us first choice for our customers – and the perfect link between producers and the processing industry.

Cleanliness · Hygiene · Maintenance of Value
The focus of our activities is the developing and manufacturing of innovative products for cleaning garments, textiles and leather, as well as for laundry hygiene. Specially coordinated cleaning and washing methods ensure maximum effectiveness and efficiency coupled with gentle treatment of fibres and colours.

Worldwide connections
Our activities extend over the entire world market. National and international partners in distribution place their trust in our know-how, the ground-breaking quality standard of our products as well as our extensive and competent service.

Conserving resources
We attach great value to an altogether resource-conserving approach. That is why we are committed to sustainability in product development too. This relates on the one hand to use of water and energy, and on the other to efficient usage of our products.

Certification to ISO 9001 (Quality management) and ISO 14001 (Environmental management) goes without saying for us.
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Dry-Cleaning in perc, HC solvent, GreenEarth® and SENSENE™

Spotting agents

**Detaprofi Series**
The great spotting agent range with a broad spectrum of action for professional spot removal in post-spotting; applicable in pre-spotting with post-spotting working methods.

- **Detaprofi-Blodex**
  for food residues, blood, protein, milk etc.
- **Detaprofi-Tanex**
  for grass, tea, coffee, coloured beverages etc.
- **Detaprofi-Lacex**
  for oil paints, fats, lipstick, ballpoint pen etc.
- **Detaprofi-Ferex**
  for rust, metal residues, old blood stains etc.
- **Detasolv**
  for solvent-soluble stains such as resins, paints and varnishes, adhesives, oils and fats.

**Detaprofi-Blodex**
for food residues, blood, protein, milk etc.

**Detaprofi-Tanex**
for grass, tea, coffee, coloured beverages etc.

**Detaprofi-Lacex**
for oil paints, fats, lipstick, ballpoint pen etc.

**Detaprofi-Ferex**
for rust, metal residues, old blood stains etc.

**Detasolv**
for solvent-soluble stains such as resins, paints and varnishes, adhesives, oils and fats.

- **Detasolv**
  for solvent-soluble stains such as resins, paints and varnishes, adhesives, oils and fats.

**Benzafix A-B-C-Set**
The small spotting agent range for fast pre-spotting.
- **Benzafix A**
  for oil paints, fats, lipstick, ballpoint pen etc.
- **Benzafix B**
  for food residues, blood, protein, milk etc.
- **Benzafix C**
  for grass, tea, coffee, coloured beverages etc.

**Detaprofi Series**
The great spotting agent range with a broad spectrum of action for professional spot removal in post-spotting; applicable in pre-spotting with post-spotting working methods.

**Detaprofi-Blodex**
for food residues, blood, protein, milk etc.

**Detaprofi-Tanex**
for grass, tea, coffee, coloured beverages etc.

**Detaprofi-Lacex**
for oil paints, fats, lipstick, ballpoint pen etc.

**Detaprofi-Ferex**
for rust, metal residues, old blood stains etc.

**Detasolv**
for solvent-soluble stains such as resins, paints and varnishes, adhesives, oils and fats.

Brushing/Spraying agents

**Devantol Super**
Highly effective brushing agent for large-scale fat, grease and wet soil (collars, sleeves etc.).

**Benzapon Pre**
Highly effective brushing agent for large-scale fat, grease and wet soil (collars, sleeves etc.)

**Devantol Soft**
Mild brushing agent for large-scale soil; is gentle to dyes and prints on delicate wear.

**Silco Pre (GreenEarth®)**
Highly effective pre-brushing agent, easily to rinse out; removes reliably even stubborn soil.

**Benzapon Easy**
Special spraying agent for Jet-Clean technology; can be rinsed out without residues in hydrocarbon spirit; effectively removes odours such as urine and sweat.

**Devantol Magic**
Strong brushing agent for large-scale soil (collars, sleeves etc.) that is also very suitable for pre-spraying.

**Benzapon Pre**
Highly effective brushing agent for large-scale fat, grease and wet soil (collars, sleeves etc.)

**Devantol Soft**
Mild brushing agent for large-scale soil; is gentle to dyes and prints on delicate wear.

**Benzapon Easy**
Special spraying agent for Jet-Clean technology; can be rinsed out without residues in hydrocarbon spirit; effectively removes odours such as urine and sweat.

**Devantol Magic**
Strong brushing agent for large-scale soil (collars, sleeves etc.) that is also very suitable for pre-spraying.

**Benzapon Pre**
Highly effective brushing agent for large-scale fat, grease and wet soil (collars, sleeves etc.)

**Devantol Soft**
Mild brushing agent for large-scale soil; is gentle to dyes and prints on delicate wear.

**Benzapon Easy**
Special spraying agent for Jet-Clean technology; can be rinsed out without residues in hydrocarbon spirit; effectively removes odours such as urine and sweat.

**Devantol Magic**
Strong brushing agent for large-scale soil (collars, sleeves etc.) that is also very suitable for pre-spraying.

**Benzapon Pre**
Highly effective brushing agent for large-scale fat, grease and wet soil (collars, sleeves etc.)

**Devantol Soft**
Mild brushing agent for large-scale soil; is gentle to dyes and prints on delicate wear.

**Benzapon Easy**
Special spraying agent for Jet-Clean technology; can be rinsed out without residues in hydrocarbon spirit; effectively removes odours such as urine and sweat.

**Devantol Magic**
Strong brushing agent for large-scale soil (collars, sleeves etc.) that is also very suitable for pre-spraying.
Detergents

**Benzapon Atlantic**
High concentrated top-class detergent with outstanding water binding capacity, convincing antistatic and deodorizing effect; can also be used as pre-brushing agent.

**Benzapon Sanofresh**
Premium quality highly concentrated detergent with outstanding water binding capacity, convincing antistatic and deodorizing effect; can also be used as pre-brushing agent.

**Secapur Breeze**
Drycleaning detergent and pre-brushing agent; possesses excellent cleaning power and prevents greying; with long persistent fresh fragrance.

**Secapur Dry Master**
Highly concentrated cationic detergent for hygienic cleaning with reliable antistatic, deodorising and finishing effect; distinctly improves ironing properties.

**Silco Clean (GreenEarth®)**
Highly concentrated detergent with outstanding antistatic properties that creates an excellent sense of the cleaned garments and a pleasant scent.

**Secapur Mega Plus**
Premium detergent uniting the advantages of anionic and cationic surfactants in a single product; excellent cleaning effect thanks to the Mega-Clean process so that the spotting component is reduced; contains excellent antistatic, finishing and odour-absorber agents. Distinctly improves ironing properties.

**Secapur Spring**
High concentrated cationic detergent with a long lasting fresh scent and outstanding antistatic effects; additionally it shows a massive improvement in the ironing quality and makes the cleaning of the button trap very easy.

**Secapur ESA**
Cationic detergent with outstanding antistatic effect; gives the garments and textiles a voluminous, soft handle.

**Secapur Perfect**
Highly concentrated anionic detergent with excellent water-emulsifying capacity; ideal for cleaning working wear with water additives. Suitable also as pre-brushing agent.

**BÜFA-Avantol**
Pre-cleaning activator with odour absorber for eliminating all kinds of odours (garments from in old peoples’ homes, working wear etc.); reduces the spotting component and return quota sustainably thanks to highly active cleaning effect.

**SECASENE® Clean (SENSENE™)**
The highly concentrated detergent stands out through its superb cleaning performance; possesses excellent antistatic properties and a flattering fabric handle.
Dry-Cleaning in perc, HC solvent, GreenEarth® and SENSENE™

Impregnating agents/Finishing agents

**Secasit Lotus**
First-class water-repellent and oil-repellent fabric protection finish; ensures extremely supple handle; maintains the breathing activity of the fabric; is also suitable as a chemical protective finish for personal protection wear.

**Silco Lotus (GreenEarth®)**
Soil release and water proofing finish that creates outstanding water, oil and soil repellent effects.

**SECASENE® Lotus (SENSENE™)**
Protective fabric finish specially developed for use in SENSENE™ with outstanding water, oil and soil repellent properties.

**Secarbon Lotus**
First-class water-repellent and oil-repellent fabric protection finish; ensures extremely supple handle; maintains the breathing activity of the fabric and substantially improves the ironing properties.

**ModulDOS-Produkt 3**
Finishing agent gives the cleaned product a full, firm handle; improves wearing comfort.

**ModulDOS-Produkt 4**
A softening and antistatic agent, provides a soft, fleecy handle; makes work wear smooth and supple.

**Impregnating spray**
In spray cans; reliably protects garments, leather and camping gear against soil and wetting.

**Finishing spray**
In spray cans; suitable for all garments and textiles, fabrics and fibres; provides a full, firm handle.

Special products

**Hypur Konz.**
Highly concentrated odour remover and active agent additive for hygiene cleaning methods; develops its effectiveness both in the solvent and in the air ducts of the machine; effectively removes odours of bacteria and from textiles involved in fire damage.

**Defoam 2000**
Solvent-free anti-foam agent for preventing foam formation during distillation.

**Hypur Spezial**
Universally usable odour absorber for spraying on before or after cleaning; with strong deodorising effect; eliminates unpleasant odours such as urine, sweat, nicotine etc.

**Duftstoff Tropical**
Fragrance concentrate masks and neutralises unpleasant odours; combinable with detergents.

**Secalux**
Optical brightener concentrate; enhances the whiteness of white garments and freshens pastel shades; masks possible soil redeposition; can be added to detergent.
SENSENE™ Modified Alcohol
Made to delight your senses...

Solvents/Solvent care agents

**DOWPER Pure Power**
Factory-fresh perchloroethylene.

**BÜFA TDC 2000**
Hydrocarbon solvent with top purity for hydrocarbon spirit machines; gentle to fabrics; contains a long-term conservation agent.

**SENSENE™**
Solvent based on modified alcohols.

**Neutracid flüssig**
Acid-binding stabiliser; prevents decomposition of the stabiliser system contained in the perchloroethylene, thus protecting machines against corrosion; binds free fatty acids and prevents undesired solvent and textile odours.

**Silco Solv D5**
Silicone based solvent for the cleaning of textiles with excellent cleaning performance; odourless; efficient against fat and water-bounded soiling.

**Neutracid HC**
Conservation agent for hydrocarbon solvents; prevents bacterial growth and thus sustainably protects the hydrocarbon solvent against unpleasant odours.

**SECASENE® Recovery**
Special electrolyte for reliable recovery of SENSENE from the contact water; reduces substantial solvent loss.

**Solvent Clean HC**
Highly active filter powder for pre-coat filters; discolorations and detached foreign substances are absorbed; fatty acids and odours are bound.

**™Trademark of SAFECHEM www.safechem-europe.com**

www.sensene.com
Leather cleaning/Leather care

Cleaning/
Refatting

**Lival LM**
Surfactant containing oil formula; suitable also for pre-brushing large areas as well as soap inside the machine with re-greasing and softening properties.

**Secapur Perfect**
Highly concentrated, anionic dry-cleaning detergent for cleaning heavily soiled industrial leather in perchloroethylene.

**Lival Soft**
Leather lubricate agent and softener for applications in perc and hydrocarbon solvents.

**Lival Licker Konz.**
High concentrated leather care product for cleaning and lubrication of nubuck and suede leather, based on high-grade natural oils. Applicable in perc, HC and water.

**Lival CB**
High-quality refatting agent and softener for leathers and furs. Lival CB produces a mat gloss on furs and contains an additional antistatic agent for fur hairs. For use in perc and hydrocarbon solvents. Diluted with hydrocarbon solvent, Lival CB is also the ideal agent for refining furs.

**Adhesive**

**Fixamin PUK**
Dry-cleaning and wash resistant fast-drying adhesive for leather and furs. Reduces the effort to repair the treated items is substantially.
BÜFA Care 4.0 –
the new kind of wet cleaning
– without any side effects –

Ozerna Polar – the powerful liquid detergent with active colour protection; also ideal for washable outerwear (jeans, sweatshirts etc.) and for wedding dresses, ladies’ suits, uniforms, personal protective wear; a slight alkaline character coupled with highly effective surfactants result in impressive cleaning power.

Lizerna Carat – the textile finishing agent surrounds in particular delicate textiles with a protective finish; it prevents felting of wool, perceptibly reduces crease formation, and an odour absorber prevents unpleasant odours.

Lizerna Citro – a natural acid for lowering the pH value and for neutralising detergents in order to provide textiles with optimal protection.

Lizerna Conditioner – the high-performance finishing agent, prepares textiles for drying in a very short time and protects against damage.

The process is …
- brilliantly simple
- extremely powerful
- extremely cost-effective
- fully developed

This is perfection in entirety.
Laundry/Wet cleaning

Heavy-duty detergents

**Ozerna Extra**
Highly effective, concentrated heavy-duty detergent, removes fat and pigment soil thoroughly already at low temperatures; achieves outstanding whiteness thanks to selected optical brighteners; effective and gentle bleaching starts already at 30°C; dermatologically confirmed.

**Ozerna Compact**
Highly alkaline washing agent for heavily soiled laundry with strong bleaching power. Enzyme-boosted, effective at washing temperatures from 30 to 90°C. Highly recommended for the catering trade. Ideal product against heavy soiling and stubborn stains.

**Ozerna Classic Plus**
Professional, phosphate-free heavy-duty detergent with enzymes; excellent price-performance ratio.

Mild washing agents and washing agents for coloureds

**Ozerna Rainbow**
Highly concentrated washing agent for coloureds, particularly gentle on colours at 30–60°C; gives the laundry a fragrance of summer freshness; dermatologically tested.

**Ozerna Care**
Liquid mild washing agent for coloureds and for all delicate, washable fabrics; free of optical brighteners, bleaching agents and phosphates. Regulated foam development.

**Oldopal Sept**
Liquid mild washing agent for high quality, delicate garments and laundry. It has in combination with Sept PES Konz.* a disinfecting effect already at 40°C; registered with VAH (Association for Applied Hygiene), dermatologically tested.

**Ozerna Polar**
High efficient low temperature coloured detergent for washable outerwear and for work wear such as personal protective equipment. Also excellent suitable for the treatment of laundry from the hotel and gastronomy business. It brings colours to shine and convinced with a beautiful scent. Dermatologically tested. In combination with Lizerna Sept* applied for registration at Robert-Koch-Institute as an approved disinfecting process for area A and B (bacteria and virus).

*Use biocidal agents with care. Always read the label and product information before use.
The modern modular washing system
Ozerna ECO – naturally with the Ecolabel.

The perfect trio for all who want to do more than simply wash well – effective washing performance, genuine sustainability and modern environmental protection! The Ozerna ECO System from BÜFA power by nature offers you all of this. Our ecological washing system works on the modular principle and consists of an alkaline all-purpose detergent, a liquid oxygen containing bleaching agent and a neutralisation agent. Here we place our trust in the ecological basis of our ingredients.
All-purpose washing agents

**Ozerna BME**
Highly alkaline, liquid all-purpose washing agent with opt. brighteners; in combination with Sept PES Konz.* listed as disinfectant with VAH (Association for Applied Hygiene).

**Ozerna Diamond**
Highly alkaline, liquid all-purpose detergent with excellent cleaning performance. This liquid product is characterised by its ecological dosage and its gentleness to fabrics. In combination with Lizerna Sept* it is registered at VAH (Association for Applied Hygiene) and registered at German Robert-Koch-Institute as a laundry disinfectant.

**Ozerna Liquid**
Liquid, highly alkaline all-purpose washing agent for heavily soiled items; contains opt. brighteners and a high component of active surfactants.

**Ozerna Evolve®**
Alkaline sole detergent without optical brightener and with distinct fat and protein dissolving properties; high efficacy even at low temperature of 40 °C. Due to the mixtures of active compounds – exclusively natural, renewable raw materials – a high degree of cleaning is reached, which can be usually reached only with regular, high alkaline detergents. Due to the special mixture of tensides, Ozerna Evolve® works even at very poor water qualities. Ozerna Evolve® is certified according to EU-Ecolabel as part of the Ozerna ECO System.

**Ozerna Tiger**
Highly concentrated sole wash detergent with most effective enzymes and extreme washing power but very low dosage. In conjunction with Sept PES Konz.* registered as a laundry disinfection at VAH (Association for Applied Hygiene) and at Robert-Koch-Institute (range A + B).

*Use biocidal agents with care. Always read the label and product information before use.

The disinfecting agents are biocidal products that may be subject to authorisation or notification requirements in accordance with the European Regulation EU (VO) 528/2012, depending on their active substance and the country in which they are used. In addition, they may be subject to further national approval obligations, both within the European Union and in other countries worldwide. Prior to use it is therefore necessary to find out whether these disinfecting agents are authorised or notified. If not, they may not be used.
Special washing agents

Ozerna Industry
Highly alkaline washing agent for work wear and items heavily soiled with synthetic oils. Contains optical brighteners and a very high share of washing-active surfactants.

Ozerna Ultra
High-strength washing agent for items heavily soiled with grease and protein (catering, canteens). Contains a high enzyme component and optical brighteners. Ideal for restaurant and work laundry.

Ozerna Special
Special washing agent for heavily soiled textiles (fat and grease, proteins) without optical brighteners. The ideal product for coloured table linen (tablecloths, napkins etc.).

Oldopal MWB
Neutral, liquid washing agent for textiles with heavy oil dirt or fat and grease soiling. Excellent washing effect in neutral washing processes, for instance for fire protection clothing, personal protective equipment etc.

Oldopal Basic
Liquid washing agent for delicate garments made from natural fibres; special polymers make it very gentle on colours and fabrics; prevents felting of wool through natural collagens; dermatologically confirmed.

Ozerna Sept Plus*
Sanitizing universal washing powder with bioactive enzymes against protein soiling. Ideal product for elder homes, nursing homes, for workwear from kitchen and from the food processing industry. Removes unpleasant odour already at 30 °C. Efficient at washing temperatures from 30–90 °C. Registered as laundry disinfectant (60 °C) at the German Robert-Koch-Institute (range A + B).
Laundry/Wet cleaning

Bleaching and disinfecting agents

**Sept E**
Chlorine bleach in powder form; slowly releases a constant amount of chlorine in the bleach bath. Less aggressive than chlorine bleaching lye (liquid chlorine), resulting in less fibre damage and less AOX formation. Ideal for interim bleaching of seasoning and food stains, mildew, etc.

**Sept PES Konz.**
Disinfecting and bleaching agent.
Listed in combination with Oldopal Sept, Ozerna Tiger and Ozerna BME.

**Lizerna OX**
Liquid, stabilised oxygen bleach. In a 1:10 dilution, suitable as spotting agent for bleachable stains; acts as antichlor; only attacks colours slightly.

**Lizerna Sept**
Bleach and disinfectant agent; in combination with Ozerna Diamond listed at Robert-Koch-Institute (range A+B); in combination with Ozerna Polar submitted for registration at German Robert-Koch-Institute (range A+B).

**Lizerna POX**
Granulated oxygen bleach. Also suitable for local use as stain remover; ideal for adding to the main wash cycle in order to increase the bleaching effect.

Laundry boosters

**Lizerna Intensive**
Highly concentrated, low-temperature grease solvent that develops full effectiveness already as of 30 °C; ideal for delicate personal linen from nursing homes or heavily soiled kitchen textiles.

**Lizerna Synergy**
Low-temperature laundry booster with bleaching properties; very ecologically and also suitable for coloured textiles.

**Lizerna Alka**
Highly alkaline, liquid washing booster; raises the pH value of the washing liquor already at low concentrations; particularly suitable for heavy grease soil.

**Lizerna MT**
Unique, foam-regulated wetting agent concentrate, washing power booster and grease solvent. For spontaneous wetting of the soiled laundry; produces excellent washing results.

**Lizerna Active Green**
Alkaline laundry booster with excellent fat and protein dissolving properties. Additional, it shows outstanding dispersing properties. Based on 100% renewable raw materials, it matched perfectly with our ecological washing process Ozerna ECO.

**Lizerna Omega**
An innovative laundry booster, which is especially efficient against native oils and fats. Optimal suited for all white and coloured fabrics from the field of gastronomy and wellness.

*Use biocidal agents with care. Always read the label and product information before use.*
Finishing products

**Lizerna Fresh**
Highly concentrated laundry deodorant; effective action on laundry from old people’s homes, restaurants and work environments as well as sportswear; discreet, long-lasting freshness fragrance in the fabric; improves ironing and mangling properties; dermatologically confirmed.

**Lizerna Aura**
First-class laundry softener with an outstanding scent experience; microcapsules filled with fragrance will release the scent only when using the textile.

**Lizerna Soft**
Fabric softener with a pleasant freshness fragrance. Gives the fabric a pleasant, soft handle. Ideal for household linen, towels, bedding linen etc.

**Lizerna Silicone**
First-class soft-handle finish; it creates a soft and supple hand and revive colours. Additionally it reduced the drying time.

**Lizerna WS**
Stabilised and pumpable liquid natural starch; produces a slight sheen on the fabric surface; also ideal for coloureds.

**Lizerna Carat**
The textile finishing agent surrounds in particular delicate textiles with a protective finish; it prevents felting of wool, perceptibly reduces crease formation, and an odour absorber prevents unpleasant odours.

**Lizerna Starch**
Finely powdered wheat starch for all white fabrics. Ideal for work tunics/coats and laundry for mangling. Spreads quickly in the washing liquor, also suitable as cold/direct starch.

**Lizerna Conditioner**
High-performance finishing agent prepares textiles for drying. Prevents the natural behaviour of the fabric and protects against damages.

**Oldopal Prefinish**
High-power fabric protection with finishing agent and pronounced antistatic finish for wet cleaning; effectively reduces wool matting and susceptibility to creasing; improves ironing properties; leaves the fabric with a pleasant, fresh fragrance; dermatologically confirmed.
Laundry/Wet cleaning

Finishing products

**Lizerna Pret**
Milky white, easily pumpable synthetic finishing agent. Ideal for coloured fabrics too, as it does not form any cloudiness. Achieves extreme starching effects. Ideally suited for synthetic fabrics, on which natural starches fail.

**Oldopal Shirt Finish**
Special finishing agent for shirts and blouses for reducing susceptibility to creasing and improving ironing properties; gives the fabric a silky touch.

**Terasit Lotus**
A protective finishing agent for fabrics with top-quality water, oil and dirt-repelling properties. Finished fabrics display a pronouncedly soft and full touch.

**Terasit AP**
Wet impregnating agent based on hydrocarbon polymers with excellent abrasion resistance. Especially suitable for tents, awnings, tarpaulins and heavy fabrics.
Problem solvers

Detaprofi-Ferex
Spotting agent for fast and efficient removal of rust and metal stains.

Detasolv
Highly active spotting agent for specific pre-treatment of solvent-soluble stains such as oils, fats and greases, resins and adhesives.

Flame Ex Aerotex
Flame-inhibiting finish for textiles made of cellulose fibres, wool, polyester, polyacrylonitrile and blended articles.

Lizern Citro
Liquid neutralisation agent on a citric acid basis; prevents fabric yellowing.

Lival Licker Konz.
Refatting agent on the base of high-quality natural oils for wool, silk and leather; lends the items a soft handle and refreshes colours.

Oldopal Quick
Highly concentrated, brushing agent for wet cleaning; for large areas of grease and wet soil (collars, sleeves etc.).

Oldozym AP
Liquid, highly active enzyme concentrate, ideal for removing, starch and protein stains in laundry; also suitable for blood and food residues.

Reoxal
Largely prevents colour transfer of dissolved dyestuffs during washing and can eliminate non-fixed colour damage.

Secalux
Optical brightener concentrate; enhances the whiteness of white garments and refreshes pastel shades; masks possible soil redeposition; can be added to the washing agent.

Idekolin
High-power special spotting agent for efficient removal of paint, ballpoint pen, lipstick, felt-tip pen, shoe polish.

Lizerna Finish
Concentrated, efficient, hygiene fabric softener with neutralisation effect; contains a broad active spectrum of conservation agents; prevents odour formation and mildew spots, especially in laundry that has been stored damp; dermatologically confirmed.
BÜFA DOS –
Dosing systems for professional textile care

We also offer particularly high-performance dosing systems for individual machines, machine parks and tunnel washers. Outstanding features include highest process reliability and substantial savings in energy and operating cost.

BÜFA DOS dosing systems:

BÜFA 10-DOS-4 unit – charging up to 4 machines with 10 different products.

BÜFA 10-DOS-8 unit – charging up to 8 machines with 10 different products.

BÜFA 20-DOS-5 unit – charging washing tunnels with up to 20 different products for 5 different targets.

Powder feeding system for washing tunnels – supplying up to 8 target with laundry powder.

Advantages of BÜFA DOS dosing systems

Process safety:
Due to a constant flow of product, the quality of laundry will be high and the amount of re-washes will be low.

Operational reliability:
The units are automatically flushed; hence, the hoses to the machines are only filled with water. No product remain in the hoses.

Saving operational costs:
No change of pump tubing or pump membrane necessary. Venturi valves are actual maintenance-free.
Professional service features

On-site service

Make use of our wide-ranging competence in optimising operational processes, in quality assurance or in hygiene aspects. From effective process management, through economic use of products, right up to correct dosing – we develop concepts that are tailored individually to your needs.

Service packages
Process optimising/review:
- Plant inspections for pending audits/certifications
- Washing procedures
- Cleaning procedures
- Disinfecting processes
- Dosing equipment
- Energy consulting

In-house seminars, workshops and training sessions

We are always pleased to pass on expert knowledge and to enter into a dialogue on matters relating to cleaning practice. We offer suitable and high-quality training sessions for your staff – also in our technical centre.

Topics:
- Dry-cleaning modules
- Laundry modules
- Wet cleaning
- Leather care
- Quality monitoring
- Personnel hygiene
- Safe handling of our products

Hygiene scan:
- Laundry hygiene
- Personnel hygiene